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60-yr-old woman, grandchildren held for theft
SURAT: Bharuch police arrested a 60-year-old woman and her two
granddaughters aged 12 and 13 years for their alleged involvement
in robbing bank customers. One of their victims, a Kantibhai Patel
(60) of Bharuch, went to Shaktinath area at a nationalised bank to
withdraw Rs 50,000 on Saturday. He was walking home when a 12year-old girl collided with him. She tactfully slit the plastic bag he was
carrying and took the money. Patel contacted Bharuch A Division police station and lodged a complaint suspecting the minor girl.
Acting on the complaint, police started investigation and checked the
footage of cameras installed inside and outside the bank and found
that both girls were spotted inside the bank. On Tuesday, the suspected girls were again spotted near the same bank. Bharuch police
sent a team, caught them and recovered a mobile phone from them.
The duo told the police that they had come with their grandmother
Padma Omkar Singh (60). Police said the trio hail from Pachora taluka
of Rajgarh district in Madhya Pradesh. Padma was later send to judicial custody while the girls were sent to a juvenile home in Bharuch. A
mobile phone was recovered from the grandmother also.
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Forest dept proposes drone
surveillance in state jungles
EXPRESS NEWS SERVICE
GANDHINAGAR, APRIL 14
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OREST Department of Gujarat has proposed to initiate
drone surveillance in the forest areas of the state including in the
Gir National Park, the only habitat of
Asiatic Lion in the world, for the
protection of the forests and wildlife
in the state.
The proposal has been sent to
the state government for its approval
after the Forest & Environment
minister and officials of the department attended the recent two-day
conference of state Forest & Environment ministers and officials of
the department in New Delhi.
A senior official in the government said that Gujarat has a
vast forest area and it was very difficult to keep a close vigil on it
manually since we have a limited

man-force available.
“And therefore, we have moved
the proposal for introducing e-surveillance of the forest areas. The experiment has been successful in
Panna Tiger Reserve of Madhya
Pradesh and it can be replicated here
in Gujarat also,” said the officer.
“We can have drones employed
in key areas, you set the coordinates
and it can keep the aerial vigil and
send the video or photographs on a
computer to be handled by a forest
official,” the officer added.
In its proposal that was sent after
the conference in New Delhi, the
Forest Department has also sought
to increase the fine for cutting trees
in the reserved forest area. “Under
the provisions of the Indian Forest
Act, 1927, the punishment for cutting a tree is fine of Rs 500. Now, this
provision is there since British era.
And the fine amount is not commen-

surate with the present economic
condition and so, its purpose of deterrence seems to be defeated,” said
a senior officer.
“And so, it has been proposed to
increase the fine amount for cutting
trees in reserved forests significantly
from Rs 500 to Rs 50,000,” the officer added.
Meanwhile, the Forest Department has also proposed to initiate
welfare activities for the front level
officials of the departments like
guards and rangers.
According to a Forest Department official, these front line officials are guarding our forests day in
and day out. And so they need to be
provided with proper facilities for
their families like residential quarters and education facility. And so,
the officer added, it is proposed to
provide them quarters and schools
near it.
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Education Minister Bhupendrasinh Chudasma shares meal with Dalits on 125th birth anniversary
of Dr Bhimrao Ambedkar at Sarasta Bhojan in Dholka town of Ahmedabad district on Tuesday.
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other change introduced by the
Modi Government in the 2013 Act
that provided that land until one
kilometre on either side of an Industrial Corridor could be acquired under the Act. Ramesh alleged that this land on either side
of the Industrial Corridor would
be given to the corporates who
helped the BJP coming to power.
“Now, it’s time to ‘Paisa Wapsi’ for
BJP,” Ramesh alleged.
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Addressing a press conference on
the Right to Fair Compensation
and Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act , 2013 (RFCTLARR
Act) in Ahmedabad Monday, former Union minister and senior
Congress leader, Jairam Ramesh,
deftly mocked at the Narendra
Modi-led Central Government
vis-a-vis some of the ‘popular’
phrases doing rounds in India recently. Ramesh said, “When he
(Modi) became the PM, he said
there would be ‘Maximum Governance and Minimum Government’. But now, what we are seeing is ‘Maximum Arrogance and
One-Man Government’.” Criticising the changes introduced by the
Modi Government in the land Act
through two ordinances, Ramesh
cited the 2013 version of the Act
enacted by Congress-led UPA
Government which had provision
of giving back the land to the farmers if it was not put in use within
five years of acquisition. This
clause has been removed by the
Modi Government in its latest ordinance that amended the 2013
Act. “Modiji believes in ‘Ghar
Wapsi’ and not in ‘Zameen
Wapsi’.” He also criticised an-

SILENT SPECTATORS

When Jairam Ramesh was in
Ahmedabad to address a press conference, quite surprisingly, none of
the top Congress leaders of Gujarat
like state president Bharatsinh
Solanki, Leader of Opposition in
the state assembly Shankersinh
Vaghela and national spokesperson of the party and Abdasa MLA
Shaktisinh Gohil and former state
president Siddharth Patel were
present on the occasion on Monday. Ramesh was accompanied by
state general secretary Nishit Vyas,
party spokespersons Manish Doshi
& Rekha Chaudhary, and state secretary Himanshu Patel. Notably,
the state party leaders, on dais, had
a tough time facing media questions on the alleged ‘silence’ of the
party’s state unit against the Land
Acquisition Ordinance promulgated by the NDA Government in
the Centre. When asked about the

future programmes of the party’s
state unit in this direction, Ramesh
said that he was not ‘in-charge’ of
the state and handed over the mike
to Vyas to answer the media
queries. Vyas did not inform about
the future plans of the party on the
issue, and said party observers were
deliberating on the plans and that
soon it will be disseminated among
public through media.

GENTLE REMINDER
Gujarat Chief Minister Anandiben
Patel has started a tradition of accepting fruits and eatables as gifts
whenever she and ministers of her
council grace any public function
from the hosts. The fruits and other
eatables given as gifts on such occasions are then given to anganwadis
and schools for children with an
aim to fight malnutrition among
children. On Monday, the CM had
attended the inauguration ceremony of the newly-built campus of
Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar Open
University (BAOU) on the SG
Highway in Ahmedabad. Apart
from the CM, those dignitaries who
attended the function included Gujarat Governor O P Kohli, cabinet
ministers Ramanlal Vora & Bhupendrasinh Chudasama, state minister Vasuben Trivedi and Ahmedabad Mayor Meenaxi Patel. For
some reason, the dignitaries were
welcomed by giving them scarves of
the university and not fruits.
Though, while addressing the audience on the occasion, Education
Minister Chudasama gently reminded this and said, “Probably,
Manojbhai (Manoj Soni, ViceChancellor of BAOU and host of
the function) has forgot it.”

IIT-Gn develops app for Goa firemen
to reach accident spot faster
EXPRESS NEWS SERVICE
AHMEDABAD, APRIL 14

THE Goa Fire & Emergency Services
on Tuesday launched an Android
phone app developed by the Safety
Centre at the Indian Institute of Technology, Gandhinagar (IIT-GN) that will
aid fire services in reaching the accident
spot faster. It will also offer information to onlookers and those trapped on
handling the situation until help arrives.
A team of two IIT-GN faculties Raj Srinivasan and Chinmay Ghoroi with two under-graduate students Gaurav Sharma, Ashish Gupta developed
the android phone app called ‘Fire Stop
Goa’, with the support of Underwriters Laboratories (UL).
They discovered that communication of the precise address of the fire
between the public and the firemen was
a big factor that often delayed firemen in
reaching to the fire spot. To address this
issue, Fire Stop Goa uses satellite information to communicate the precise

location of the fire accident and the type
of fire. The application also guides onlookers and residents with immediate
measures they can take until the fire
fighters arrive.
Raj Srinivasan said, “The smart app
will also help you with information on
how to put out the fire; should you
throw water or not; should you use the
fire extinguisher and so on.”
The firemen also received a corresponding Android app, which is connected to Fire Stop Goa. This app receives the information on the fire and
location and provides them the fastest
route and also updates the position of
the fire-vehicle to the control room
every minute.
If the fire truck is stuck in traffic,
the control room would learn immediately enabling it to send another fire
truck from a different route. The app
also helps reduce errors when firemen
file their reports. Most of the information for the report is automatically collected and filled in by the app.

